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Abstract 

Correlation between rainfall and short period GPS-TEC (total electron content) variations are investigated by using 
the precipitation data obtained on the ground and estimated from satellite observations (JAXA/GSMaP) as a proxy of 
lower atmospheric wave activity. The GPS-TEC data obtained at a tropical station, PHIM, in Phimai, Thailand, for 2014–
2020, and the data obtained at a mid-latitude station, NAKG, in Tokara Nakanoshima Island, Japan, for 2017–2019, are 
examined. A statistical analysis of MEM (maximum entropy method) power spectral density (PSD) in the period range 
from 50 to 1200 s over PHIM clearly shows an enhancement in the cases of rainfall from that in no-rainfall cases, in 
particular, on the dusk side. The enhancement is observed both acoustic wave periods less than 5–6 min and inter-
nal gravity wave periods more than 10 min. The enhancement after sunset could be an effect of strong rainfall more 
frequent on the dusk side than that in other local time, or it could suggest the importance of ionospheric electron 
density profile change for the TEC variation. On the other hand, the PSD does not show such clear enhancement over 
NAKG on the dusk side, although it shows a small enhancement on both dayside and night-side. A clear PSD bulge 
near the main vertical acoustic resonance periods, i.e., around 275 s, appears in the average PSD profile of the TEC at 
PHIM, which suggests that the resonance effect contribute to some extent the PSD enhancement under rainy condi-
tion. An event analysis also suggests the contribution of acoustic resonance to the enhancement of the short period 
TEC variation. A complicated spatial distribution of TEC oscillation over a rainfall area around PHIM, where the TEC 
oscillations with various periods co-exist, is presented.
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Introduction
Acoustic waves with a period shorter than about 5 or 
6  min generated in lower atmosphere can propagate 
upward, and the waves with periods shorter than the 
cut-off period reach the ionosphere and causes electron 
density oscillations and electric currents (e.g., Shinagawa 
et al. 2007; Zettergren and Snively 2015). Such effects of 
lower atmospheric waves have been observed after huge 
earthquakes, typhoons, hurricanes, etc., by GPS-TEC 
observations, satellite observations and ground-based 
geomagnetic and micro-barometric observations when 
the waves are intensified by the vertical acoustic reso-
nance (e.g., Calais and Minster, 1995; Kanamori et  al., 
1994; Heki and Ping 2005; Iyemori et al. 2005; Choosakul 
et al. 2009; Saito et al. 2011; Nishioka et al. 2013).

On the other hand, with precise magnetic field meas-
urements by the satellites such as the CHAMP or the 
Swarm, small-scale magnetic fluctuations are commonly 
observed in low- and mid-latitude ionospheric F-region 
mainly on the dayside, and it has been presumed that 
they are generated by the waves from lower atmosphere 
because of their geographical dependence and seasonal 
variations of the amplitude (e.g., Nakanishi et  al. 2014; 
Aoyama et  al. 2016, 2017). The electron density also 
shows small-scale fluctuations on the dayside similar 
to the magnetic fluctuations, and their amplitude, i.e., 
amplitude of both magnetic and electron fluctuations, 
increases over the rainfall area (Iyemori et al. 2022).

In this paper, first, we present some examples of cor-
relation between the weather parameters observed at a 
tropical station and the GPS-TEC oscillations over the 
station. Then we statistically analyze the correlation of 
rainfall with the power spectral density of the GPS-TEC 
oscillations over the two stations, one in the tropical zone 
and another in the mid-latitude. The precipitation data 
estimated by the JAXA/GSMaP are used as a proxy of 
lower atmospheric wave activity.

Data
The data from two GPS stations, PHIM at Phimai, Thai-
land (15.184  N, 102.563 E) and NAKG at Tokara Naka-
noshima Island, Japan (29.841 N, 129.877 E) are analyzed. 
At both Phimai and Nakanoshima Is., weather param-
eters such as temperature, wind velocity, pressure, 
humidity, rainfall are observed by a weather station, Vais-
alla WXT520, and data are recorded with one second 
cadence although the actual resolution for rainfall is 10 s. 
Geomagnetic field and micro-barometric data are also 
recorded with one second resolution.

The GPS receivers used at Phimai are a TPS E_
GGD until February 4, 2017, and a TR_G2T after 
March 13, 2017, and the data are recorded with 1-s 
cadence. The GPS receiver at Nakanoshima Is. is Leica 
GRX1200 + GNSS, and recorded with 1  s cadence from 
July 25, 2017 to August 5, 2018, and with 15  s cadence 
after August 26, 2018. The data obtained at these two 
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stations are not continuous because they are un-manned 
stations and weather conditions are rather severe by 
lightnings, typhoons, etc. In this paper, the PHIM TEC 
data from March 1, 2014 to December 31, 2020 (total 
1764 days) and the NAKG TEC data from July 25, 2017 
to July 20, 2019 (total 645  days) are analyzed. The raw 
data files are converted to Rinex format (Ver. 2.10) and 
derived the slant TEC values with the method described, 
for example, Heki et al. (2010). The vertical TEC (V-TEC) 
values converted from slant TEC (S-TEC) are used in this 
paper.

The rainfall intensity as a proxy of lower atmospheric 
disturbance, we use the rainfall data obtained by the 
WXT520 weather station at the two GPS stations and 
the JAXA/GSMaP estimation in the surrounding area of 
the two stations. The JAXA/GSMaP provides an estima-
tion of global hourly rainfall (https:// shara ku. eorc. jaxa. 
jp/ GSMaP/ index. htm). The GSMaP uses Dual-frequency 
Precipitation Radar (DPR) onboard Global Precipitation 
Measurement (GPM) core satellites, other GPM con-
stellation satellites, and Geostationary satellites (https:// 
shara ku. eorc. jaxa. jp/ GSMaP/ guide. html). The hourly 
rainfall data are used in this paper, and they are available 
since March 2014 with a spatial resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° 
in geodetic latitude and longitude.

Figure  1 presents an example of weather parameters 
observed on March 18, 2017 when we had a severe 
weather change at Phimai area. A strong wind and pre-
cipitation started around 07:30UT (Universal time). 
The local time (LT) is around 14:30LT (LT = UT + 7). 
The maximum strength of the precipitation was near 
50 mm/h, and other parameters also changed suddenly at 
the start of the precipitation. This is, so-called, a tropical 
squall where a sudden increase of wind speed more than 
8 m/s is observed, and it often accompanies a strong pre-
cipitation. The pressure shows short period oscillations 
shortly before the start of precipitation (bottom panel).

Figure  2 shows the GPS-TEC variations for 06–12UT 
(13–19LT) on the same day with Fig. 1. Each trace shows 
the GPS-TEC data high-pass filtered by a Gauss filter with 
standard deviation σ = 120 s. The numbers on the right of 
the panel are the GPS satellite ID (PRN). The color of each 
trace indicates the elevation angle (EL), i.e., green; EL < 20°, 
blue; 20° < EL < 30°, red; 30° < EL < 40°, black: EL > 40°. The 
multi-pass effects are seen on the trace during lower ele-
vation angle as the oscillations with various periods that 
probably depend on the apparent inclination angle of the 
satellite orbit. Because such oscillations sometimes appear 
even around 40°, when we statistically analyze the power 
spectral density (PSD) of the TEC data, we use the data 
with EL greater than 50° in this paper. In this event on 
March 18, 2017, we see short period fluctuations encircled 
by two red broken lines after around 08UT.

Figure 3 shows the power spectral density of the GPS-
TEC data calculated by a MEM (maximum entropy 
method) for each satellite using the data in each one 
hour, i.e., 3600 data points. The length of ’lag’ in MEM 
calculation is set to be 1200, i.e., 1/3 of the data length. 
We calculate and plot the PSD only when the elevation 
angle is greater than 50° for all of the 3600 data points. 
The satellite ID is shown on the top of the panel with 
color which correspond to the color of PSD trace. Note 
that a tapering factor, F = T

1.5 , where T is the period (s), 
is applied to reduce the PSD value at longer period so as 
to be able to present with linear scale in one panel. That 
is, the value is reduced at longer period. This is to see the 
spectral peaks clearly on the plot. In the statistical analy-
sis, we do not use such tapering. From this figure, we see 
many spectral enhancements (peaks) in the period range 
of acoustic waves encircled by red broken line and also 
in the period range of internal gravity waves encircled by 
blue dotted lines.

To check how the MEM spectral density changes by 
the length of ’lag’, Fig.  4 shows a comparison of two 
cases, lag = 1200 (upper panel) and lag = 900 (lower 
panel), respectively. As expected, although the height 
or sharpness of spectral peaks increases for lag = 1200 
case, the peak periods are the same with those for 

Fig. 1 Weather parameters observed at the Phimai station on March 
18, 2017. From top to bottom panels, wind direction, wind speed, 
temperature, humidity, pressure, rainfall, and high-pass filtered 
wind speed, temperature, humidity and pressure are presented, 
respectively. A very strong rainfall, its intensity more than 50 mm/
hour, and an intense wind variation more than 8 m/s are seen around 
07–08UT. This type of rapid variation is, so-called, a tropical squall

https://sharaku.eorc.jaxa.jp/GSMaP/index.htm
https://sharaku.eorc.jaxa.jp/GSMaP/index.htm
https://sharaku.eorc.jaxa.jp/GSMaP/guide.html
https://sharaku.eorc.jaxa.jp/GSMaP/guide.html
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lag = 900 case. We adopt lag = 1200 because there 
appears no false peak. It is said that the area size below 
the spectral curves, i.e., power, is nearly the same 
even if the height of peak changes with length of ’lag’. 
Although not shown in this paper, the statistical results 
with lag = 900 are almost the same for Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13 calculated with lag = 1200. The difference in the 
spectral height for the two cases disappears in the sta-
tistical results by averaging process.

Figures  5, 6 and 7 show another case on March 16, 
2017, 2 days before the previous event. The rapid 
change of wind speed and strong rainfall may be cat-
egorized to a tropical squall although the amplitude 
of wind speed increase is slightly less than 8 m/s used 
in the definition of squall, i.e., it was 6.2  m/s around 
07:38UT. The TEC shows similar characteristics with 
those in the previous event after strong precipitation. 

There are many such events, however, there also many 
events when any precipitation is not observed at Phi-
mai observatory probably because the area of precipita-
tion is rather narrow or deviate from Phimai.  

There would be other method than using the rainfall at 
a station to identify a heavy rainfall, such as using micro-
barometric fluctuations or using the GSMaP estimation. 
Before analyzing many such events in detail as a case 
study, in this paper, we report the results of a statisti-
cal analysis on the correlation between rainfall and the 
power spectral density of GPS-TEC variations to show 
the common existence of lower atmospheric weather 
effects in the upper atmosphere.

Method of analysis
We compare the average power spectral density (PSD) of 
the GPS-TEC variation in the cases of rainfall and that 
in almost no rainfall in the surrounding area of the GPS 
stations, PHIM or NAKG. Taking into account the condi-
tion that we use the TEC data when the elevation angle 
of the GPS satellite is higher than 50° and the TEC value 
mainly indicate the electron content in the ionospheric 
F-region around 300 km height, we use the rainfall data 
estimated by the GSMaP in 720  km × 720  km area sur-
rounding the GPS station. We average the rainfall in the 
area every 1 h, and at the same time, we also record the 
maximum precipitation in the area.

The GPS-TEC data with 1-s cadence for PHIM and 
those with one second and 15  s for NAKG stations are 
high-pass filtered by a Gauss filter with a weighting func-
tion of Gauss distribution with σ = 120  s for the plots 
in the form of Figs.  2 and 6. Because the cut-off of the 
Gaussian-type filter is not very sharp, the signal with 
period longer than 10 min still remain to some extent.

We use the MEM because of its much better frequency 
(or period) resolution than the FFT (fast Fourier trans-
formation) to see whether or not the vertical acoustic 
resonance is contributing or not. A MEM spectrum is 
calculated from each 1-h continuous data period with a 
period resolution of 1 s even for the NAKG data with 15 s 
cadence, i.e., from 240 data points. This is another advan-
tage of MEM.

Because both satellites and waves are moving, we need 
to estimate the shift of period of TEC variation, i.e., 
the Doppler effect. As a simple example, we assume an 
acoustic wave with period of 250 s and velocity 800 m/s 
propagating in horizontal direction at an altitude of 
300 km. It propagates about 200 km in one period. The 
viewing angle for 200 km length near zenith is about 37° 
from the ground. On the other hand, because the orbital 
period of the GPS satellite is about 12 h and the radius of 
the orbit is about 20,200 km, the viewing angle of satellite 

Fig. 2 High-pass filtered GPS-TEC data (V-TEC) observed at Phimai 
station (PHIM). After the strong rainfall presented in Fig. 1, short 
period TEC variations are observed. The color of the traces indicates 
the elevation angle of the GPS satellites, EL, i.e., green; 10 < EL < 20, 
blue; 20 < EL < 30, red; 30 < EL < 40, and black; 40 < EL. Note that the 
oscillations in low elevation angle are probably so-called "multi-pass" 
effect of GPS signal. The data with the elevation angle greater than 50 
degrees are used for power spectral analysis to avoid the multi-pass 
effect
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movement from the ground in 250 s is about 3° around 
the zenith. That is, the propagation speed (angular veloc-
ity) of an acoustic wave is about 12 times faster than 
the satellite angular velocity. Therefore, we are observ-
ing essentially the temporal variation at a slowly mov-
ing point in the sky for horizontally propagating acoustic 
waves. The apparent period of TEC variation would 
include the Doppler effect depending on the relative 
direction between satellite velocity and wave propagation 
direction. The maximum effect is about 8% of the wave 
period when the satellite velocity and wave propagation 
direction are parallel. That is, for the waves with period 
of 250 s, the Doppler effect is less than 20 s. For vertically 
propagating waves, we do not need to consider the Dop-
pler effect because the satellite direction and wave propa-
gation direction are orthogonal each other.

To see the correlation of rainfall to the PSD of GPS-
TEC fluctuations, we compare the average PSD under the 
conditions when the average rainfall in 720 km × 720 km 
area is greater than 0.04 mm/h and when that is less than 
0.002  mm/h. The reason why the threshold of no-rain 
condition is not zero but 0.002 mm/h is that the chance 
of no-rain in 720 km × 720 km is very small. Under the 
Kp ≦ 2 conditions, the number of the hours for the cases 

greater than 0.04  mm/h and less than 0.002  mm/h are 
19,722 and 6514, respectively, at Phimai, Thailand. On 
the other hand, for Nakanoshima Is., we set the threshold 
for rainy cases as greater than 0.08  mm/h, because the 
amount of rainfall in the area is much more than that in 
Thailand as seen in Figs. 15 and 16. With this threshold, 
the number of the cases for Nakanoshima Is. is 4476 for 
rainfall and 2602 for no-rain, respectively.

Results and discussion
Figures 8 and 9 show the results of average PSDs at PHIM 
station for four local time zone, 08–16LT, 16–20LT, 
20–04LT and 04–08LT. Note that the LT ranges are not 
even. The blue and red lines indicate the average PSDs in 
rainy (> 0.04 mm/h) cases and the green and orange lines 
indicate those in no-rain (< 0.002 mm/h) cases. The geo-
magnetic pulsations such as Pc5 have similar period with 
the TEC oscillation treated in this paper. Because the 
Pc5 pulsations tend to appear geomagnetically disturbed 
condition, we compare the PSDs under geomagnetically 
quiet and those under disturbed conditions by using the 
three hourly Kp index (see, for example, https:// www. gfz- 
potsd am. de/ en/ kp- index/). In this paper, we adopt Kp = 2 
as the threshold of quiet period definition. The red and 

Fig. 3 Power spectral density calculated by the MEM from continuous data for each 1 h with elevation angle more than 50 degrees. The enhanced 
PSD peaks encircled by red broken line have the acoustic wave periods. The enhanced PSD peaks encircled by a blue broken line may be caused by 
the internal gravity waves. Note that the PSD intensities are plotted with tapering factor F = T

1.5 , where T is the period (s), to plot with a linear scale 
rather than a log-scale in one frame. After the squall around 08UT on March 18, 2017, the PSDs show clear enhancement

https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/kp-index/
https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/kp-index/
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orange lines indicate the cases under geomagnetically 
quiet (i.e., Kp ≦ 2) condition. The error bars indicate the 
standard error ( = σ/

√
n ), where σ is the standard devia-

tion and n is the number of hours.
Figure  8 shows, in particular on the dusk side (16–

20LT), the PSD in acoustic wave period clearly increases 
under the rainy condition. On the other hand, Fig.  9 
shows that the PSD on the night-side and that on the 
dawn side are almost the same for the two rainfall condi-
tions although the PSD under rainy condition is slightly 
larger than that under no-rain condition. The PSD 
under geomagnetically quiet condition, i.e., the Kp ≦ 2, 
is slightly smaller than the case which include all geo-
magnetic condition as seen in 16–20LT case in Fig.  8. 
Although the geomagnetic disturbance effect is small, 
the results shown in Figs. 10, 11, 13 and 14 are the results 
under geomagnetically quiet (Kp ≦ 2) condition.

To see the LT difference in more detail, we average 
the TEC PSD in every 2 h of LT. Figure 10 indicates the 
results for the LT ranges from 14:00LT to 22:00LT every 
2 h. From this figure, we see that the effect is most clear 

in 18–20LT. In 14–16LT and 16–18LT, the enhancement 
in rainy condition is also seen, but in the late evening, 
20–22LT, such difference is not seen. We notice a com-
mon bulge of the PSD traces around a period of 275  s 
which is close to the fundamental mode of vertical acous-
tic resonance (e.g., Shinagawa et al. 2007). In Phimai area, 
a strong rainfall tends to occur in the evening as seen in 
Figs. 15 and 16, and this could cause the clear enhance-
ment of TEC variation seen in Fig. 10.

Figure 11 shows the PSDs for wider period range which 
include the period of internal gravity waves. The LT 
ranges for this figure are the same with those of Fig. 10. 
We see similar LT tendency of rainfall dependence with 
that seen in Fig.  10. That is, the PSD enhancement in 
rainy condition is largest in 18–20LT even in the longer 
period than 10 min. Although not shown here, we do not 
see any clear enhancement under rainfall condition from 
mid-night to dawn side zones.

Figure 12 is a similar plot for NAKG station with that of 
Figs. 8 and 9 but in one panel. Different from the results 

Fig. 4 A comparison of spectral density for different lag length in MEM. The upper panel shows the results for lag = 1200 and the lower panel 
shows those for lag = 900. These spectra correspond to some traces in Fig. 3. The UT and PRN are indicated in the panels
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for PHIM data, the PSD enhancement under rainfall con-
dition is not very clear except for 20–04 LT zone.

To see which LT zone most clearly shows the correla-
tion with rainfall, the PSD in the LT zone of every two 
hours are calculated, and Fig. 13 shows the results for the 
night-side. The difference between rainy and no-rain con-
ditions is clearly seen in 22–24LT and 02–04LT zones.

Figure 14 is similar to Fig. 10 but for NAKG data. For 
longer period than 400  s, we do not see any clear PSD 
difference between rainy and no-rain cases except for 
22–24LT (black line) zone and 02–04LT (purple line) 
zone.

The way of the interaction between the neutral atmos-
pheric waves and the ionospheric plasmas may not 
be very different for different LT. Therefore, one possible 
explanation on the clear LT dependence in PHIM data 
could be the more frequent occurrence of strong rainfall 
on the dusk side than other local time zones in tropical 
area. Another possibility is the difference in the vertical 
structure of ionospheric electron density. The electron 
density profile change is expected to be more drastic 
over Phimai than mid-latitude station NAKG, because 
PHIM is located under the equatorial electron anomaly 
region. That is, the equatorial fountain effect makes a 
dense F-region during the daytime, however, it decreases 
after the sunset and the electron density gradient devel-
ops, and it is expected to be steeper than that in middle 
latitudes. Then the movement of plasmas by the neutral 
atmospheric waves could cause larger electron density 
variation, or the Rayleigh–Taylor type instability could be 
triggered.

The time scale of a tropical squall is, in general, shorter 
than that of the rainfall in mid-latitude, however, the 
strength is very strong. Such rapid and strong precipita-
tion and wind or their sharp spatial structure could gen-
erate strong atmospheric waves.

Figure 15 presents the LT variation of average intensity 
(mm/h) of rainfall in 720 × 720 km area surrounding the 
PHIM station (upper panel) and that of the NAKG sta-
tion (lower panel). Each line indicates the average for the 
month indicated with the same color. In PHIM area, the 
rainfall, i.e., the total amount of precipitation in the area, 
increases on the evening side except for the dry season. 
On the other hand, in NAKG area, the rainfall is larger on 
the dayside in summer (June–August) and it is almost flat 
in other months.

The maximum of average rainfall in the evening in 
PHIM area may corresponds to the appearance of clear 
difference in the TEC PSD between rainy and no-rain 
conditions.

Figure  16 presents the average for 12  months. In 
this figure, the averaged intensity of most intense pre-
cipitation among the 0.1° × 0.1°mesh (i.e., about 4350 

Fig. 5 Another example of strong rainfall and rapid variation of wind 
speed and temperature around 06–08UT on March 16, 2017

Fig. 6 TEC variation after the strong rainfall on March 16, 2017. 
After the rainfall around 07UT–08UT indicated in Fig. 5, short period 
oscillations are observed
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points) in 720 × 720 km area is also shown with dashed 
lines. In Phimai area, the peak of this average of most 
intense precipitation appears in the early afternoon 
(13:00–14:00LT) and the second peak appears in the 
late evening (21:00–22:00LT). The early afternoon peak 
may correspond to the occurrence of tropical squall or 
similar localized heavy rainfall. In the NAKG area, the 
simple average and the average of maximum intensity 
show similar LT variation. These differences of the LT 
variations between PHIM area and NAKG area prob-
ably comes from the difference of the type of rainfall.

In the NAKG area, Fig. 15 shows a clear enhancement 
of average rainfall in summer season (June, July and 
August) and pre-noon time zone. Figure  17 presents 
the TEC PSD for the summer season and other seasons. 
The local time zone is 10LT–12LT. As expected from 
the PHIM case in the evening when the average rain-
fall enhances, a clear enhancement of TEC PSD under 
rainy condition is observed. This result suggests that 
the amount of rainfall, i.e., strong cumulous convection 
in wide area is an important factor for the generation of 
short period TEC oscillations.

The PSDs of TEC oscillation frequently have rather 
sharp spectral peaks, i.e., nearly monochromatic oscil-
lations. Figure  18a shows the meteorological param-
eters on April 25, 2014 at the Phimai station where a 

short period wind velocity and temperature fluctuation 
are observed in the first half of the day. In particular, 
a rapid wind speed variation suddenly starts at around 
10:00UT, and shortly before the variations, the TEC 
data from three GPS satellite, PRN = 1, PRN = 19 and 
PRN = 27, show the start of large-amplitude sinusoidal 
waves as seen in Fig. 18b.

Their PSD is presented in Fig. 19, where sharp spec-
tral peaks appear at the periods of 250, 215, and 180 s. 
These spectral peaks are shorter about 15 ~ 20  s each 
than the well-known three main periods of vertical 
acoustic resonance around ~ 270, ~ 230 and ~ 200 s (e.g., 
Shinagawa et  al. 2007) reported at various occasions 
such as strong Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and 
tornadoes. This shift of peak period could be caused 
by the Doppler effect discussed in ’Method of analy-
sis’ section. However, a similar set of spectral peaks is 
seen also in Fig. 4. The spectral peaks at 250 and 215 s 
of the large-amplitude TEC oscillations as observed in 
this event could correspond to the small spectral bulges 
around the periods 250 and 215  s seen in the average 
spectra for 14–16LT, 16–18LT and 18–20LT in Fig. 10. 
This could suggest an existence of slightly modified 
resonance in this area and these local time zones from 
well-known vertical acoustic resonance.

Fig. 7 The PSD in the event on March 16, 2017. Enhancements of spectral peaks are seen after 07UT
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Figure 20 presents the GPS orbits and TEC variation 
along the orbits (left panel) and rainfall distribution 
estimated by the GSMaP around PHIM station (right 
panel) in 720  km × 720  km area. The large-amplitude 
oscillations of the TEC obtained from PRN = 3, 11, 19 
and 27 GPS satellites are in the north-east direction 
from PHIM and a strong rainfall is observed at north 
border of this area. The PHIM station is at the edge of 
another rainfall area and no strong rainfall is observed 
on the ground at PHIM. The strong rainfall observed at 
the north border could cause the large-amplitude mon-
ochromatic oscillation. On the south of PHIM station, 
longer period and irregular oscillations are observed. 
That is, various types of oscillations appear in the iono-
sphere over PHIM at the same time, indicating a very 
complicated situation over the rainfall area. To check 
whether or not such complicated situation is common 
or not, more event study is necessary.

Summary and conclusion
Correlation between rainfall and short period GPS-TEC 
oscillation over the two GPS stations, PHIM and NAKG, 
are investigated by using the MEM power spectral density 
of GPS-TEC data, high-time resolution ground meteoro-
logical observation and the rainfall estimation by JAXA/
GSMaP. A comparison of average PSDs in rainy condition 
and those in almost no-rain condition shows clearly the 
PSD enhancement in rainy condition. However, the local 
time when the enhancement clearly observed is not very 
wide. The LT zone of PSD enhancement is mainly on the 
dusk side at Phimai, Thailand, and it is on the dayside and 
night-side at Nakanoshima Is., Japan.

Some examples indicate the amplitude enhancement 
of TEC fluctuations just after the tropical squall or after 
similar sudden change of weather condition in Phimai 
area. They occurred in the afternoon. On the other 
hand, in Phimai area, the average rainfall is larger in the 
evening, i.e., 18–22 LT, and the effect of rainy condition 
on the TEC PSD is most clear in 18–20 LT zone. The 

Fig. 8 Average PSD of GPS-TEC data at Phimai station. The blue and red lines indicate the PSD when we average rainfall greater than 0.04 mm/h 
in the area of 720 km x 720 km centered at Phimai observatory, and the green and orange lines are in the case of almost no-rain, i.e., less than 
0.002 mm/h in the same area. The red and orange lines indicate the cases under geomagnetically quiet (i.e., Kp ≦ 2) condition. The upper panel 
show the average in 08–16LT and the lower panel shows those in 16–20LT. The error bars indicate the standard error
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Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 8, but for 20–04LT (upper panel) and for 04–08LT (lower panel)

Fig. 10 PSDs for the LT ranges of every 2 h from 14 to 22LT. The solid lines indicate the PSD under the rainfall condition and the broken lines 
indicate the PSD under almost no-rainfall. Two lines with the same color belong to the same LT zone. The error bars indicate the standard error. The 
data during geomagnetically quiet period, i.e., Kp ≦ 2, are used
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Fig. 11 The PSDs for a wide period range from 100 to 1200 s. The effect of rainfall is most clear in 18–20LT which is similar to the short period range 
presented in Fig. 10

Fig. 12 Similar plots with Figs. 8 and 9 (but presented in one frame) for the PSD at Tokara Nakanoshima (NAKG) station, Japan
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Fig. 13 A PSD plot for the TEC data from NAKG station. The local time is divided every 2 h for 18–06 LT zones similar to Fig. 10 to find the LT zone 
where the enhancement of the PSD in rainy condition is most clear. The difference between rainy cases and no-rain cases is most clear in 22–24LT 
zone. Thick lines are for the result in rainy condition (> 0.08 mm/h) and thin broken lines are in almost no-rain (< 0.002 mm/hour) condition

Fig. 14 Same as Fig. 13 but for wide range of period. In the LT zones of 22–24LT and 02–04LT, the PSD for rainy condition is larger than no-rain 
condition
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Fig. 15 Local time variation of average rainfall (mm/hour) in 720 × 720 km area surrounding the PHIM (upper panel) and the NAKG (lower 
panel) stations. Twelve lines with different color indicate 12 monthly averaged LT variations, respectively. The dot at Local time = 0 in this figure 
corresponds to an average for 00LT – 01LT period. The data period used for Phimai area is from March 2014 to December 2020, and that for 
Nakanoshima area is from July 2017 to July 2019. Period of no available GPS data is not included

Fig. 16 Averaged precipitation in 720 × 720 km area surrounding the PHIM and NAKG stations. The data periods are the same with those used in 
Fig. 15. Both a simple average in the areas indicated by solid lines (scale is on the left side) and an average of maximum intensity among 0.1 × 0.1 
mesh points indicated broken lines (scale is on the right side) are presented. In PHIM area, the average rainfall is maximum in the evening. On the 
other hand, the average of maximum intensity is at 14LT, i.e., in early afternoon
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GSMaP data suggest that a localized heavy rain such 
as the rainfall in tropical squall tends to occur in the 
afternoon. This suggests that the LT difference of TEC 
PSD could come from both the LT dependence of rain-
fall and the difference in the type of rainfall. The NAKG 
data also suggest the amount of average rainfall to be an 
important factor. To check this point, we may need not 
only to use the average rainfall, but also to categorize 
the type of rainfall, i.e., rainfall in wide area or local-
ized heavy rainfall, continuous or variable in short time 
scale, etc.

Another possibility of evening-side enhancement 
could be the effect of sharp electron density gradi-
ent after sunset. That is, the equatorial fountain effect 
causes dense F-region during the daytime, and a sharp 
density gradient after the sunset is expected to develop. 

Then a small fluctuation of electron density caused by 
the atmospheric waves generated in rainy condition 
could be amplified by a plasma instability such as Ray-
leigh–Taylor instability.

At the PHIM station, a clear bulge around 275 s appears 
in the average PSD on the dusk side. This suggests the con-
tribution of vertical acoustic resonance caused by the strong 
rainfall or associated cumulous convection in tropical zone. 
Although the peak frequency is often slightly different from 
the well-known major resonance frequencies, an example 
on April 25, 2014 (Fig.  19) or another on March 18, 2017 
(Fig. 4) also suggests a resonance effect to the enhancement 
of the TEC fluctuations. The complexity shown in Fig.  20 
(left panel) may partly come from such resonance-like effects 
locally develop over the area of active cumulous convection.

Fig. 17 A comparison of the results for summer season (Jun–Aug) and for other months at NAKG station. LT zone is 10–12LT when the average 
rainfall is largest in June. For this LT zone, a clear difference in the PSD of TEC variation between rainy condition and no-rain condition appears in 
summer (red and orange lines, respectively). On the other hand, no clear difference appears in other seasons (blue and green lines)
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Fig. 18 An example of the events where sinusoidal TEC oscillations with large amplitude are observed under a moderately disturbed 
meteorological condition on April 25, 2014. The panel a shows the meteorological parameters and the panel b shows the TEC variation. The wind 
direction and speed are variable in the first half of the day (blue dashed circle), and a rapid variation of wind velocity starts around 10:00UT although 
the amplitude is not very large compared to the cases of tropical squall. Nearly monochromatic variations are encircled by red dashed circles

Fig. 19 PSDs of the monochromatic oscillations observed on April 25, 2014 shown in Fig. 18. Peaks are concentrated at the periods around 250, 
215 and 180 s
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